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I am not a Sufi 
I am an intoxicated fool 
At the side of the street 
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They asked me  
Master, why do you kiss the hands of the impure?  
 
I replied  
Hands and body can be impure  
But when the soul is pure  
Even the ground they walk upon I shall kiss 

Those with a good heart 
Cleanse the hate   
Only leaving love  

On the straight path

My Master said 
In your silence  
You will hear the unheard world 
Even the stones speak  
Listen once to the shores and the stars 
Everything is unraveled to the soul  
Even the forgotten Love  
Only if you hear the bees  
This blindness would disappear
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Don’t build a Mosque or a Church  
If you cannot rebuild a broken heart  
 
My Master said 
Remember the poor today  
As if you will remember them tomorrow  
As if you remembered them yesterday  

My Master said 
If you have lost   
Something precious 
From this world 
Don’t lose the heart    
Pick up that trail of love  
Which you lost  
Where all paths emerge  
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My Master said 
Don’t throw wise words  
For others wisdom  
When you have not gained  
The heart to capture its soul  
Master each word  
Remember them  
They are feed from Love  
So you may cleanse your soul  

The wisest fools don’t say any words 
They are lost in love  

My Master said 
If love sees you  
Kiss the eyes 
If love comes to you  
Kiss the feet    
If love touches you  
Kiss those hands  
If love holds you    
Kiss the soul 
For it is the home  
Of all the Love   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My Master said to me  
You have never felt love  
Till you remember Him everyday  
It will turn you to dust  
 
Those who have forgotten  
Fall in love with stones  
And carry the burden of the souls  
For all eternity  
 

When I asked my Master  
How can I express my love?  
 
He replied 
Whisper to the heart    
It will grasp every sense  
Till it leaves you breathless  
As the Angels whispered to the Prophet    
And we all fell in love  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Winter blossom

I said to my Master 
You are the beginning  
You are the end

 
He replied  
There is no beginning  
Nor an end  
There is only love  
Spiraling away 
For all eternity



When I told my Master  
When I think of the past   
I think of all the soars in my life  
When I think of the future 
There is so much confusion  
What shall I do?  
 
He replied 
These thoughts can confuse us 
Of what the world has thought us 
Or what the world would think of us  
Yet we only breathe in the moment 
So let us live in this moment

I asked my Master 
What is the most purest   
And impurest thing in the world? 
 
He replied 
A heart  
One will always give  
While the other one  
Will always take
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When I told my Master  
I grew jealous of other children   
With their good looks  
And the possessions they had  
  
He asked me to put my hand out  
And he pore water on it and said  
Life is like water  
We want every drop of it  
But we can only hold onto  
What is in the palm of our hands  
That is our life  
The water that drops down 
Becomes someone else’s life

 

They asked me  
Master, why do you pick up   
The trash of other people?  
  
I replied  
People throw good heart out there 
Which will never rot  
No matter which trash they are thrown in  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My Master said 
Patiences is the pain   
That all must endure  
Keep a hold of your head and tongue 
Don’t fall into your own illusions   
Weak and helpless we may become  
But strength to wait out storms we have 
And in the end if all fails  
Don’t worry 
One day you will 
Fall into the hands of love

My Master said 
Guard your hearts against those words   
That lead you astray  
What is good and what is evil  
Men decide the fate of heavens   
With sweet words you will fall 
Like a lover looking for love  
Don’t fall for their deception  

When the words he has whispered 
Why hear this world 
Open your hearts  
The path is clear  
 
No destination is as sweet  
As being in the arms of the beloved 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My Master said 
The path of purification begins   
With a few steps  
Forgive yourself 
Love yourself   
Forgive the world 
This life is short 
Don’t hold the pain or hate  
For the path of love  
Is already created in your heart 
Let go of the past

My Master said 
We are fish in the same pond   
Some see it as heaven, others as hell 
Some fight to survive, others to control  
Some search for love, others are in darkness   
But remember one thing  
No matter what anyone tells you  
This is just a pond and we are just fish  
These is no escape

 
Don’t die here  
Learn to grown wings  
And escape 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My Master said 
Never be jealous  
Of someone else’s success  
Be happy 
Encourage them to rise more   
And lead the way  
Only by these steps  
We can rise above  
And reach the heavens of Love 

My Master said 
When you have everything   
Forget everything 
And start over again  
As if you know nothing   
Because in truth  
You know nothing  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My Master said 
Learn from the stars 
The desert winds 
There is a path to that light you seek 
Not by wealth nor by prayers you will reach  
To be the Master 
You must forget all and be lost in the oceans waves 
It is the madness a few venture  
To surrender all and gain the name of Love

 

I am waiting for you  
At the heavens footsteps 
Where love meets divine  
I am just a messenger 

My Master said 
Without love you cannot enter heaven  
Without your beloved would you enter heaven?

 



I asked my Master 
What makes a great Master 
And how can I become one?  
 
My Master said 
There is no great master 
But the greatest Master of Love  
I cannot teach you anything  
That you don’t already know  
A Master simply removes the stones  
That block a river from flowing  
Into the ocean  
  
A master that leads a river  
Is not to the ocean but to the stones  



I asked my Master 
If you had all the power in the universe  
What would you do with it?  
 
My Master said   
I would sit in silence  
And observe every atoms birth 
To the universe’s death  
Why change anything  
To do good or bad?  
When the course of nature is so unpredictable  
And that is the beauty of all existence 
To create an unknown path

My Master said 
Angry is the fire of the heart   
It blinds the soul  
Creates hatred 
Drown out your flames   
Before you are consumed  
No matter what happened  
Know this truth  
All words will vanish  
All worlds will disappear 
Your mark on the universe  
Let it be love and not hate 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My Master said   
If these streams of love met  
We would fill the oceans of the world 
No soul will go hungry on Earth 
Drowned out the hatred in our souls 
Planted seeds on every corner 
Conquered our hearts 
To save ourselves  
And become Philosophers of the Universe

My Master said 
A time will come   
When we will truly 
Look into each other’s eyes 
And know that we are all Pieces of His Heart   
And that what separates us  
Are our own thoughts  
Misleading us to the worldly life  
Which is just a mirage in the desert  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My Master said   
The greatest lesson in life  
You can learn is patiences  
With it comes peace  
To the heart and mind  
And unexpected rewards  
It has the ability to hold off desert storms 
To bring hope from the edge of hopelessness 
The impatience soul  
Creates its own destruction  
Don’t follow such a path  
Learn this well

 
It is the most important lesson I have learnt in life

My Master said 
We are the reflection of the Ocean    
The calm and the storm in one 
A gentle wave of love and peace  
The hurricanes of rage and destruction   
Like water cleansing souls 
Or rivers of knowledge for growth  
Hitting ourselves against the shores  
Or toppling sailors on a boat 
Never the same  
Nor the moments are the same 
But here you 
Deciding your reflection  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My Master said   
When a man doesn’t heed  
The words of his own heart  
He is lost in darkness  
For we are not born evil  
But righteous things are hard to come by 
Remember we shall not live forever 
Nor with blood or greed buy heavens  
  
Do the right thing because only you can

My Master said 
The greatest lovers    
Are not drenched in their words  
They share their knowledge  
And wisdom to the world   
Just to die in the end and be forgotten 
Until the next generation  
When someone removes a stone  
On the path to Love  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I said to my Master   
They say others have more wisdom  
Knowledge, wealth and followers  
Filled ears with words across the world  
You the unknown soul  
Who knows you my Master  

My Master said 
We are all blessed with knowledge    
Don’t compare the souls  
Some are wise and others fools  
The world follows whomever it chooses    
A beggars has more knowledge of the street  
Than those who live in homes  
A naked soul has more knowledge of the desert  
Than those who ride on camels through sand dunes  
Every soul is a master  
Not just those with a thousand souls 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My Master said  
In your patiences are the wisest  
In your anger you become ignorant  
That fire in your heart burns your soul  
Or like quicksand buries you in hatred  
The world is already full of hate and pain    
Dip yourself in the coldest waters    
Think as your words are swords    
That will cut any soul into pieces    
Have the patiences to stand against the rage    
And find piece    
For the wisest don’t hate but find love 

Every path towards hatred I have taken     
The Lord has turned into Love 
Why must then I deny him  
The One with patiences of the universe    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Let’s dance  
The dance of life  
The stars are out

O heaven listen in

Forget love of foreign lands 
Desert the march of man  
Nothing matters 
But this dance 

Swirl 

End those despairs 
Abandon the lonely heart 
Empty those thoughts

Be One

The universe awaits 
Swirl, swirl  
Dance for life  
Be in the oneness

Drink the nectar divine

Consciousness subconsciousness can’t sense  
Leave the cage of this body 
Set the spirit free

The curtain rises 

Before you were blind  
Be one with the one, 
Only with the one we exist 
Till we fall down to hit this ground

For this is the true dance of life



Be Blind  
The beggars demand it 
Riches of the world are gained  
From the footpath Imams are made

Eat the dry bread  
But give the fresh one to the travellers  
Sleep on the floor 
But give the bed to the followers 

These stones won’t break your back 
Those hands will not fall down  
This isn’t pain, fool! 
It is the floor of love

Whiskey is haram 
Love is haram 
Whipped teen 
Who fell in love  
Whipped Sufi 
Who became drunk

They drank 
Loved women  
All allowed  
For the men  
Of a god 
In gold robes 
 
Not for beggars 
Who spoke of Love  
 



I am not found among the stars  
Nor I am found down on earth  

But I am found in every broken heart 

My Master said 
Don’t enter the Masjid  
If you cannot find the Lord in your heart 
Forget all that he has have created for you  
In them you will only see idols of yourself 
He gave your hearts the voice to remember 
Instead you hold darkness of forgotten love  
Clear your heart when true love has appeared 
Return to the roots 
When dust is turned into a man 
It will know what Love is



Which way is East or West 
Is that North or are we South  
Lost we are for life

The stars will shine a path  
From birth till death  
Let your heart feel the universe

You are the center 
All directions come to you

For the one resides in your heart 
And forgets the worlds

Just open your hearts

Be in the trance  
Between heaven and earth  
The whirling universe  
Where I dance  
May the One glance  
And forever fall in love



Why convert hearts  
When in his beat we dance  
The walls or scriptures  
Are no place to exchange love

The holy man or a golden crown 
Won’t matter  
Hell or heaven are your imaginations

When the whores lined up 
The transvestite danced 
In his feet enlightenment was found

There was nothing left 
But forgiveness and love  
From the beloved

Oh fool 
Drink slowly  
Be gentle  
No rush

This it not love  
It is poison to forget this world 
To be lost in the one

Say his name with a soft voice  
It will be sweet 
As you inhale divine



Die at the grave  
Take the poison  
Sacrifice?

Victims of love  
Broken Poets 
Just memories

New lovers 
Trade places 
Words published

In the oneness  
Truth died  
With unseen Layla  
Just die  

The tomb of love  
Lovers gathered  
Threw stones at the walls 
While the devil hid in their hearts

Majnun walked among their streets 
Reciting poems of his beloved

Mocked every word he spoke  
Why only seek Layla  
When many pleasures of the world await 
In the arms of new lovers everyday

Only the one resides within this heart  
And I have surrendered my every breath 
To my grave I shall go 
And to my true Love, I shall return



Be  
The beating heart  
Rotating blood  
From veins to vessels  
Head to toe 
Nonstop  
Till you are soaked in Love  

 
Look through the eyes of love    
So you may reach the beloved 
Don’t be blinded by the lights  
Beauty is unseen   
That only recites the words of Love  
In every beat of this heart

Trapped behind the veils of the world 
Only if we could see the light 
And break away into the Sun  
Where our true love await 

Left me at the shoreside  
One I loved 
The unfaithful  
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In your heart beat  
I want to be lost  
For all my paths  
Be lead to your heart  
There is no shame  
In this declaration of love  
When our eyes have met  
There is no fear on these lips  
Which speak the words of divine  
That you are mine and I am yours 

Away from the the noises  
In my own world 
At peace 
Listening to my own heart beat

 

We are lost in our dreams  
Falling deeper and deeper  
Wishing to be in the arms of love
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Lovers met in the desert  
Sand washed the feet  
Heaven opened up  
 
I asked my Lord  
Why the grains followed our feet  
Why meet in this barren place  
Where there is no water or food?  
 
The Lord replied 
Meet me when you have no hunger 
Or thirst for this world  
In this place where the winds shut their ears 
So souls are brought back to peace 
And the grains of sands count your every step on this world 
For the deeds of man are truly less  
Now go back into your world 
The desert is not ready for you yet 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When you have seen the light 
Why must you run away  
When you have found love 
Why deny it 

 
Those who abandon your love  
Are like those who abandon faith  
For the pleasures of this world 
And forget eternity  

Make me a beggar 
Chanting your name  
From street to street  
Like a lover intoxicated  
On your name  

Anger took over  
Mentioned the Lord’s name  
Peace came  
He forgave 
Heart forgave the world  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I go now into the wilderness  
That is where my fate lies. 
A martyr of love I am.

Many have come seeking your beauty  
But now even time has come too. 
All the lies will be exposed, 
All that is the truth shall fade.

None of them are martyrs, nor brave enough. 
Neither shall they shed their blood 
But are cowards among women.

Ask me my love, for a thousand wars are for you. 
It is not mere emotions I feel, 
But the hunger of love.

I bear witness that there is no god but Allah 
But it is you whom I love.



Are you my friend?  
Among the thirsty oasis 
Dried are the deserts 
No winds whisper here  
All kingdoms shattered  
A bowl for the beggar 
Where our tears gather 
And remember only you  

 
And we have already died in love  
Let the world write tales 
And bury us in their blood  
For when the time comes 
We become the shield  
Against the swords 
That cut us apart

My lover said to me  
“This is goodbye  
After this we will never see each again  
We must depart on different paths”

We will see each other again  
The petals of roses may fall apart 
But the scent of love  
Always remains



When I sat on my Master throne  
He did his dance  
Turned into Heer 
I followed her footsteps like a Jogi  
Got lost in the whirls of Rumi  
 
Drink from the bowl of real life  
Hear the beggars chant her name  
No flesh or blood needed at all  
You followed the scent of shawls 
The face you seek is not the mortals 
He already drew it in your heart 

 
O Sadhu  
Don’t look at your skin  
Look at the bareness of the world  
They have everything yet nothing  
And when you give them wise words 
They ask you what is it for you  
Tell them  
“I hold the universe in this heart 
And God sends the breeze to cool my feet 
You who are Kings of this world 
Not even with all your Gold 
You shall buy this Love”  



I am the Master 
I am the Guru  
One hand whiskey  
The other cigarette 
In a t-shirt and jeans  
Wisdom flows 
The truth is shown  
Not hidden behind  
Rags or Robes 

When all roads are parallel  
Why worry about the path you follow  
When the destination is the same 
Why worry about heaven or hell  
There is only love in the end 
 

Nothing I want 
Not even words 
The needs of the world  
Keep them 
For your pleasure  
 
I am ready lost in the desert 
Searching for my beloved
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O beloved 
Open your doors  
Reveal true beauty  
In tales of men we are mesmerized 
The stones for this madness I shall bear 
Sneak into this heart  
Turn this blood into Love  
Before we dry into dust 
For once, just once  
I want to live  
And exist in the presences of true Love 

The winds have changed  
How strange is it this heart floats 
Sailing through the clouds  
To reaching the heavens  
Leaving love behind for my beloved  
 
 

The more you tempt me  
The more I want you  
Hidden in veil 
Your eyes can see  
I only dream of  
What you could be  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Don’t kiss me and take me away 
I want to enjoy that moment  
When the spirit transcends from stone 
To pure love  

How can you find enlightenment with all the anger? 
How can you find God with all the hatred?  
Clear the poison of this world  
No skin shall you take to the next 
Why carry all this weight 
When you can just forget and forgive yourself 
 
 
 

In the presence of the Lord  
Love is unseen  
But felt throughout the soul 
Ascend to the heavens  
Like my beloved 
In one night 
As he met Love  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Come as you are 
In bare feet 
Full of scars 
Broken 
I will accept you in any condition 
Not out of pity but in love  
   
 

O friend  
I have lost my way  
In the circles of the world  
Show me the path to your heart 
Liberate my soul 
 

O hearts 
I am not your forgotten love  
Nor I can sew up your wounds  
I am a lone traveller  
Full of tales of love and the desert 
Don’t hold me so high  
For I am just sand  
Lost in the desert of all lands 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Allah 
 
Don’t say that name  
On your tongues in anger or desires  
 
In tears or forgiveness  
In your happiness  
Ask the beloved  
In love 
In love 
 

O love, I seek you  
In the sand dunes  
Among the footprints of the world 
Where lover thirst for water more than love  
Strange paths you have created  
Some for Lalya and others for kings  
Fire burns in the hearts of men  
But not for you  
Only for the lust of stones  
On your tongues in anger or desires  
 
Have you not seen the one buried beneath  
Soon you shall join them 
There is no escape  
And you will become the sand 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Don’t follow someone else’s footprints  
Make your own path for the world to follow  
 
Don’t breathe the air    
Of your own destruction 
 
There are a few lessons in life    
That I must still learn    
And one of them is patiences    
 
Anyone who has love for me  
Is truly divine  
 
Praise beauty or not  
What the Lord has created 
Is truly beautiful  
 
The outer conflict    
Belongs to someone else  
The inner conflict  
Belongs to us only   
   
Forgive the hearts that have done you wrong  
True lovers have the strength to bear all pain   
   
You cannot turn the light off  
Which burns the brightest in your heart 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In the valley of God  
Those who have mastered love  
Only enter 
 
The heart is cruel 
It is caught between 
Drug and Divine 
 
Treat me not like a king  
I am a beggar in His Kingdom  
 
If you are not drunk on Love  
Whiskey is the cure for a hangover 
   
Never shall you kiss a moral while being sober   
When the kiss of intoxication makes your immortal   
   
Gather not the followers   
That you may mislead them one day   
Share love   
So they may remember you one day   
   
Anger took over  
Mentioned the Lord’s name  
Peace came  
He forgave  
Heart forgave the world  
  
The greatest wealth we can give is knowledge
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Even with all the noise in the world  
Keep your vision clear  
 
No matter how much darkness covers the world 
The light will always break through 
 
Don’t be like those trapped in a box 
A set vision is projected  
And you will believer everything  
 
Mortal men want pure things 
While being created from dirt 
 
I am spirit of the beloved  
 
Like the rains drops that quench the thirst of deserts 
My Lord’s name brings peace to the storms inside me 
 
The Lord doesn’t imprison you  
He sets you free from the burdens of the world 
So you are closer to his heart 
 
How gratifying it would be  
If the beloved stole my words  
Recited them to the world  
And made a new revelation of Love

 
If you leave nothing in world  

Leave hope and love
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O beloved  
Let my feet catch fire  
The whirling heart 
Chants your name  
Breathlessly 
These eyes cannot turn away 
For finally 
I have seen you  
My love

The joy 
The soar 
Past floods 
So long  
After so long  
I have  
Finally seen you  
My love  

You and I are the same One breath


